INTRO TO

SAGE CORPS
Experience is the new classroom. Welcome to Sage Corps.
Sage Corps is a global entrepreneurship program that sends top college students to study abroad and intern
with tech startups. During a semester, students may direct enroll at our partner foreign universities and intern
part-time with local startups. Alternatively, students may intern full time during the semester or during the
summer. Past Fellows have made incredible contributions to their startups, whether it was developing a web/
mobile product or a marketing strategy.
In addition to the academic and work experience, Fellows also attend investor conferences, networking events,
and guest speakers from larger companies.
After Sage Corps, our alums go on to work at Fortune 500 corporations, consulting firms, investment banks,
tech companies, and of course, startups!

STATS
Sage Corps recruits exemplary college students across the United States and Abroad.
Our 2016 fellows:

CITIZENS OF 16 COUNTRIES

47% MINORITIES

TWO OR
82% SPEAK
MORE LANGUAGES

80 DIFFERENT
MAJORS/MINORS

MAJORITY ATTEND TOP US UNIVERSITIES
SUCH AS: Harvard, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Northwestern, Rice, Cornell,
		

University of Chicago, Vanderbilt, Princeton, Michigan, Dartmouth

"Eli [our Sage Corps Fellow] was a complete dream to work with and is
a great member of the team making real contributions to the marketing
output of the company. He was involved in implementing a strategy
to increase our newsletter subscriptions and the creation of demo
videos for the sales team.”

Claire M. from Axonista

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
SEMESTER
(Fall/Spring)

Full-Time Internship
(40 hrs/wk)

SUMMER
(Jun-Aug)

Full-Time Internship
(40 hrs/wk)

Part-Time Internship
(15-20 hrs/wk)

IN-COUNTRY ORIENTATION
During the first two days of the Sage Corps program in-country, our fellows must attend an orientation in
which they learn about the local culture, program details, weekly events, and meet their country managers.
Fellows also complete a design thinking workshop, and attend three professional events.

ON-SITE WEEKLY EVENTS
•

Meeting with entrepreneurs at startup incubator

•

Visit to multinational companies such as Google, LinkedIn, Thomson Reuters

•

Guest speakers including startup co-founders, politicians, and venture capitalists

•

Curated weekly networking events, conferences, and “pitch events” for entrepreneurs

•

Social activities with Sage Corps Cohort

LOCATIONS
Buenos Aires

Paris

Chicago

Santiago

Dublin

Seoul

Hong Kong

Singapore

London

Sydney

"Robert [our Sage Corps Fellow] has embraced the internship with
commitment and wisdom beyond his years. He has swiftly developed a
hybrid iOS version of our Driver App, gained App Store approval, deployed
and commenced testing. Robert is solving defects at lightening speed
without fuss or hesitation.”

Brett H. from Delivery Rocket

